
A CanLit Holiday Book List for (just about) everyone:

Toddler: 
Dolphin SOS by Roy and Slavia Miki (Vancouverites) illustrated by Julia Flett
Based on true events, Dolphin SOS recounts the story of three dolphins trapped in an ice-
covered cove off the coast of Newfoundland. After the government fails to provide 
assistance, local children take matters into their owns hands in order to save the 
distressed dolphins. 

Sidewalk Flowers by JonArno Lawson, illustrated by Sydney Smith
In this wordless picture book, a little girl collects wildflowers while her distracted father 
pays her little attention. Each flower becomes a gift, and whether the gift is noticed or 
ignored, both giver and recipient are transformed by their encounter. "Written" by award-
winning poet JonArno Lawson and brought to life by illustrator Sydney Smith, Sidewalk 
Flowers is an ode to the importance of small things, small people, and small gestures. 

Learning to Read:
Bug In A Vacuum by Melanie Watt (of Scaredy Squirrel fame)
A bug flies through an open door into a house, through a bathroom, across a kitchen and 
bedroom and into a living room ... where its entire life changes with the switch of a 
button. Sucked into the void of a vacuum bag, this one little bug moves through denial, 
bargaining, anger, despair and eventually acceptance -- the five stages of grief -- as it 
comes to terms with its fate. Will there be a light at the end of the tunnel? Will there be 
dust bunnies in the void? A funny, suspenseful and poignant look at the travails of a bug 
trapped in a vacuum. 

 
New Reader: 
From There to Here by Laura Croza, illustrated by Matt James
A little girl and her family have just moved across the country by train. Their new 
neighbourhood in the city of Toronto is very different from their home in the 
Saskatchewan bush, and at first everything about “there” seems better than “here.” 
The little girl’s dad has just finished building a dam across the Saskatchewan River, and 
his new project is to build a highway through Toronto. In Saskatchewan, he would come 
home for lunch every day, but now he doesn’t come until supper. The family used to love 
to look at the stars, and the northern lights dancing in the night sky. But in the city, all 
they can see is the glare from the streetlights. All the kids used to run and play together, 
but now older brother Doug has his own friends. 

Then one day there is a knock on the door. It is Anne, who lives kitty-corner and is also 
eight, going on nine, and suddenly living in Toronto takes on a whole new light. 



Grade 2-4:
Morris Micklewhite and the Tangerine Dress by Christine Baldacchino, illustrated by 
Isabelle Malenfant
Morris has a great imagination. He paints amazing pictures and he loves his classroom's 
dress-up center, especially the tangerine dress. It reminds him of tigers, the sun and his 
mother's hair. The other children don't understand--dresses, they say, are for girls. And 
Morris certainly isn't welcome in the spaceship his classmates are building--astronauts, 
they say, don't wear dresses.  One day Morris has a tummy ache, and his mother lets him 
stay home from school. He stays in bed reading about elephants, and her dreams about a 
space adventure with his cat, Moo. Inspired by his dream, Morris paints a fantastic 
picture, and everything begins to change when he takes it to school. 

Tween:
Super Mutant Magic Academy by Jillian Tamaki
The New York Times and New Yorker illustrator Jillian Tamaki is best known for co-
creating the award-winning young adult graphic novels Skim and This One Summer—
moody and atmospheric bestsellers. SuperMutant Magic Academy, which she has been 
serializing online for the past four years, paints a teenaged world filled with just as much 
ennui and uncertainty, but also with a sharp dose of humor and irreverence. Tamaki deftly 
plays superhero and high-school Hollywood tropes against what adolescence is really 
like: The SuperMutant Magic Academy is a prep school for mutants and witches, but 
their paranormal abilities take a backseat to everyday teen concerns. 

Science experiments go awry, bake sales are upstaged, and the new kid at school is a cat 
who will determine the course of human destiny. In one strip, lizard-headed Trixie frets 
about her nonexistent modeling career; in another, the immortal Everlasting Boy tries to 
escape this mortal coil to no avail. Throughout it all, closeted Marsha obsesses about her 
unrequited crush, the cat-eared Wendy. Whether the magic is mundane or miraculous, 
Tamaki’s jokes are precise and devastating. 

SuperMutant Magic Academy has won two Ignatz Awards. This volume combines the 
most popular content from the webcomic with a selection of all-new, never-before-seen 
strips that conclude Tamaki’s account of life at the academy. 

The Nest by Kenneth Oppel
Steve just wants to save his baby brother—but what will he lose in the bargain? This is a 
haunting gothic tale for fans of Coraline, from acclaimed author Kenneth Oppel 
(Silverwing, The Boundless) with illustrations from Caldecott Medalist Jon Klassen. 



For some kids summer is a sun-soaked season of fun. But for Steve, it’s just another 
season of worries. Worries about his sick newborn baby brother who is fighting to 
survive, worries about his parents who are struggling to cope, even worries about the 
wasp’s nest looming ominously from the eaves. So when a mysterious wasp queen 
invades his dreams, offering to “fix” the baby, Steve thinks his prayers have been 
answered. All he has to do is say “Yes.” But “yes” is a powerful word. It is also a 
dangerous one. And once it is uttered, can it be taken back? Celebrated author Kenneth 
Oppel creates an eerie masterpiece in this compelling story that explores disability and 
diversity, fears and dreams, and what ultimately makes a family. Includes illustrations 
from celebrated artist Jon Klassen. 

YA:
Sea of Shadows by Kelley Armstrong
In the Forest of the Dead, where the empire’s worst criminals are exiled, twin sisters 
Moria and Ashyn are charged with a dangerous task. For they are the Keeper and the 
Seeker, and each year they must quiet the enraged souls of the damned. 

Only this year, the souls will not be quieted. 

Ambushed and separated by an ancient evil, the sisters’ journey to find each other sends 
them far from the only home they’ve ever known. Accompanied by a stubborn imperial 
guard and a dashing condemned thief, the girls cross a once-empty wasteland, now filled 
with reawakened monsters of legend, as they travel to warn the emperor. But a terrible 
secret awaits them at court—one that will alter the balance of their world forever.  

The Boundless by Kenneth Oppel
All aboard for an action-packed escapade from the internationally bestselling author of 
Airborne and the Silverwing trilogy. The Boundless, the greatest train ever built, is on its 
maiden voyage across the country, and first-class passenger Will Everett is about to 
embark on the adventure of his life! When Will ends up in possession of the key to a train 
car containing priceless treasures, he becomes the target of sinister figures from his past. 

In order to survive, Will must join a traveling circus, enlisting the aid of Mr. Dorian, the 
ringmaster and leader of the troupe, and Maren, a girl his age who is an expert escape 
artist. With villains fast on their heels, can Will and Maren reach Will’s father and save 
The Boundless before someone winds up dead? 



University:
Book of Sands by Karim Alrawi
Tarek, a young father, watches as the city he lives in is mired in protests, hemmed in by 
barricades and strangely inundated by great flocks of birds. Facing the threat of police 
arrest, he flees with his nine-year-old daughter, Neda. He is forced to leave behind his 
pregnant wife, Mona, under the watchful eye of Omar, her deeply troubled and religious 
brother. Compounding the difficulties of these times, babies refuse to be born and 
mothers stop giving birth. 

As Tarek and Nada journey through villages razed by conflict toward a mountain refuge, 
they meet with travellers from Tarek’s past and his time as a political prisoner. The 
reunion reveals secrets that Tarek must come to terms with for his own and Neda’s sake. 
Ultimately, he must decide where this journey will take them and if he will ever be able 
to return home again. 

In the tradition of Salman Rushdie’s Midnight’s Children and Orhan Pamuk’s Snow, 
debut novelist Karim Alrawi deftly weaves an atmospheric, multi-layered story of 
intimate lives, informed by recent events and heightened by touches of magic realism, set 
against the wider canvas of historic events. 

My Body Is Yours, a Memoir by Michael V. Smith
Michael V. Smith is a multi-talented force of nature: a novelist, poet, improv comic, 
filmmaker, drag queen, performance artist, and occasional clown. In this, his first work of 
nonfiction, Michael traces his early years as an inadequate male—a fey kid growing up in 
a small town amid a blue-collar family; a sissy; an insecure teenager desperate to 
disappear; and an obsessive writer-performer, drawn to compulsions of alcohol, sex, 
reading, spending, work, and art as many means to cope and heal. 

Drawing on his work as an artist whose work focuses on our preconceived notions about 
the body, this disarming and intriguing memoir questions what it means to be human. 
Michael asks: How can we know what a man is? How might understanding gender as 
metaphor be a tool for a deeper understanding of identity? In coming to terms with his 
past failures at masculinity, Michael offers a new way of thinking about breaking out of 
gender norms, and breaking free of a hurtful past. 

Mom:
The Heart Goes Last by Margaret Atwood
Living in their car, surviving on tips, Charmaine and Stan are in a desperate state. So, 
when they see an advertisement for Consilience, a ‘social experiment’ offering stable jobs 



and a home of their own, they sign up immediately. All they have to do in return for 
suburban paradise is give up their freedom every second month – swapping their home 
for a prison cell. At first, all is well. But then, unknown to each other, Stan and 
Charmaine develop passionate obsessions with their ‘Alternates,’ the couple that occupy 
their house when they are in prison. Soon the pressures of conformity, mistrust, guilt and 
sexual desire begin to take over. 

Dad: 
The Damned by Andrew Pyper
Danny Orchard wrote a bestselling memoir about his near-death experience in a fire that 
claimed the life of his twin sister, Ashleigh, but despite the resulting fame and fortune 
he’s never been able to enjoy his second chance at life. Ash won’t let him. 

In life, Danny’s charming and magnetic twin had been a budding psychopath who 
privately terrorized her family—and death hasn’t changed her wicked ways. Ash has 
haunted Danny for twenty years and now, just when he’s met the love of his life and has a 
chance at real happiness, she wants more than ever to punish him for being alive—so she 
sets her sights on Danny’s new wife and stepson.  Danny knows what Ash really wants is 
him, and he’s prepared to sacrifice himself in order to save the ones he loves. The 
question is: will he make it back this time? 

Cranky Auntie:
Where the Nights are Twice As Long: Love Letters of Canadian Poets, edited by David 
Eso and Jeanette Lynes
Under the covers of "Where the Nights Are Twice as Long: Love Letters of Canadian 
Poets," David Eso and Jeanette Lynes collect letters and epistolary poems frommore than 
120Canadian poets, including Pauline Johnson, Malcolm Lowry, Louis Riel, Alden 
Nowlan, Anne Szumigalski, Leonard Cohen, John Barton, and Di Brandt, and many 
others, encompassing the breadth of this country's English literary history. 

Presented in order not of the chronology of composition, but according to the poets' ages 
at the time of writing, the poems in the book comprise a single lifeline. The reader 
follows an amalgam of the Poet from the passionate intensity of youth, through the 
regrets and satisfactions of adulthood and middle age, and into the reflective wisdom of 
old age. 

All the writings are about love, but love in a dizzying array of colours, shapes, and sizes. 
Deep, enduring love, unrequited love, passionate love, violent love. Here are odes and 



lyric ecstasies, tirades and tantrums, pastoral comforts and abject horrors all delivered 
with the vibrancy, wit, and erudition of our finest poets. "Where the Nights Are Twice as 
Long" is more than an anthology: it is an unforgettable journey into the long night of 
love." 

Grandma: 
His Whole Life by Elizabeth Hay (Late Nights On Air)
Starting with something as simple as a boy who wants a dog, His Whole Life takes us 
into a richly intimate world where everything that matters to him is at risk: family, nature, 
home.  At the outset ten-year-old Jim and his Canadian mother and American father are 
on a journey from New York City to a lake in eastern Ontario during the last hot days of 
August. What unfolds is a completely enveloping story that spans a few pivotal years of 
his youth. Moving from city to country, summer to winter, wellbeing to illness, the novel 
charts the deepening bond between mother and son even as the family comes apart.  

Set in the mid-1990s, when Quebec is on the verge of leaving Canada, this captivating 
novel is an unconventional coming of age story as only Elizabeth Hay could tell it. It 
draws readers in with its warmth, wisdom, its vivid sense of place, its searching honesty, 
and nuanced portrait of the lives of one family and those closest to it. Hay explores the 
mystery of how members of a family can hurt each other so deeply, and remember those 
hurts in such detail, yet find openings that shock them with love and forgiveness. This is 
vintage Elizabeth Hay at the height of her powers. 

Grandpa: 
Sixty: The Beginning of the End, or The End of The Beginning by Ian Brown
From the author of the award-winning The Boy in the Moon comes a 
wickedly honest and brutally funny account of the year in which Ian Brown 
truly realized that the man in the mirror was actually...sixty.
     Sixty is a report from the front, a dispatch from the Maginot Line that divides the 
middle-aged from the soon to be elderly. As Ian writes, "It is the age when the body 
begins to dominate the mind, or vice versa, when time begins to disappear and loom, but 
never in a good way, when you have no choice but to admit that people have stopped 
looking your way, and that in fact they stopped twenty years ago." 
     Ian began keeping a diary with a Facebook post on the morning of February 4, 2014, 
his sixtieth birthday. As well as keeping a running tally on how he survived the year, Ian 
explored what being sixty means physically, psychologically and intellectually. "What 
pleasures are gone forever? Which ones, if any, are left? What did Beethoven, or 
Schubert, or Jagger, or Henry Moore, or Lucien Freud do after they turned sixty?" And 
most importantly, "How much life can you live in the fourth quarter, not knowing when 
the game might end?" 



     With formidable candour, he tries to answer this question: "Does aging and elderliness 
deserve to be dreaded--and how much of that dread can be held at bay by a reasonable 
human being?" For that matter, for a man of sixty, what even constitutes reasonableness? 


